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the authors also discuss in section 6 the definition of
"personal data subject." under copra, a personal data

subject is an individual whose data is subject to the rights
and protections under section 2 of the act. section 2

would grant individuals the right to be informed about the
collection, use, and transfer of their personal data. a

person's personal data is information that can be used to
identify that person. thus, the act would expand the
definition of personal data to include the identity of a

person, as well as information that reveals that person's
identity. the authors then discuss in section 7 the

definition of "collection of personal data." under copra, the
term "collection of personal data" refers to the acquisition,
collection, and assembly of personal data. as such, copra
would broaden the definition of personal data to include

the identity of a person, as well as information that
reveals that person's identity. the authors then discuss in

section 8 of the act the definition of "public authority"
under the act. the ftc would play a supervisory role in
copras implementation. the authors discuss that copra

would define public authorities as "any government entity
or subdivision that is authorized to collect or receive
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personal data for the purpose of carrying out its functions
or duties." the authors then discuss in section 9 of the act
the definition of "transferee" under the act. the ftc would
play a supervisory role in copras implementation. copra

would define a transferee as an entity that acquires,
collects, or uses personal data for a commercial purpose.
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copra would require entities to notify the ftc about
security breaches, and report such breaches to the ftc

within 60 days. copra would prohibit entities from
destroying certain records of breaches. finally, copra

would require the ftc to conduct audits of covered entities,
and to issue letters of compliance to entities that fail to

comply with copra. additionally, the proposed law requires
covered entities to obtain express opt-in consent before

using a person's private information to market products or
services to that person. while some privacy advocates

may cry foul, this provision is largely meaningless. many
of the entities covered by copra already do this. for

example, auto dealers routinely market products and
services to customers, and many financial institutions,

telecom companies, and retailers sell services and
products to consumers. the additional burden on entities

is not only tangential. even if copra imposes no
substantive requirements on covered entities, the mere

act of obtaining consent puts businesses in a difficult
position. that consent must be gathered in a timely

manner, and if a customer indicates that she does not
want to be contacted for marketing purposes, then the
business cannot start contacting her. the business must
respect this wish. coprafea rf is the first commercially

available product and technology that empowers
designers to simulate and control the behavior of real rolls

through virtual simulation and roll forming. for the first
time, engineers can simulate actual rolls on their

computer, and simulate their roll forming behavior. the
software is compatible with virtually all standard software

packages. 5ec8ef588b
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